What is the summer slide? It is the academic loss students experience during the three-month summer break. Aside from the direct impact on students, it also affects educators. Educators can spend weeks re-teaching lessons at the start of the school year, falling behind with the new curriculum.

Not a slide you want to go down? We’re here to help, ensuring all students have the resources they need.

See What’s New

Reimagined, Early Learning Experience

Coming Soon! Early World of Learning, the premier database for preschoolers through second graders, is undergoing a complete overhaul.

It is slated to relaunch this fall with a number of new features and functions as well as a new look designed to further excite young, curious minds.

Supports preschool classrooms, library story time, and at-home learning. Stay tuned...

World Book Online Enhancements

Although the school year is winding down, we continue to provide expertly-written, updated, content you can trust. Along with 650+ pictures and media, 63 new articles were added including Avengers, Emi, Nicholas Sparks... and more!

Hello, Beautiful! is now available as an eBook with read-aloud functionality. Open any title and read along with word-by-word highlighting.

Learn More

Activity Corner

Time to Get Reading

Follow along with Ayo’s Awesome Adventures as Ayo the aardvark leads readers on a tour of world-class cities.

Beat the Summer Slide

Challenge your students to read regularly this summer by completing our weekly reading tracker. Download today!

A Universe of Stories

This bookmark is just the thing to get kids excited about reading. Download, print, and send them home with your students!